Meeting Agenda for Class Title:

Servant Leadership

Purpose:

To gain knowledge about the theory of servant
leadership and the 10 characteristics/tenets that
make up servant leadership.

Objectives/Learning Outcomes:

-

Identify the 10 tenets of servant
leadership
Articulate an increased knowledge of
servant leadership
Express how servant leadership fits into
one’s day to day life

Peer Mentor Utilization:
Appreciative Instruction Phase/Class Method:
Campus Experts/Offices to bring in:

Center for Leadership and Service

Icebreaker suggestions:

High Five Game

Prep Work/Materials/Technology/Room Layout
needed:
Best time of the semester:

Any time

Assignment/Reading suggestions:

N/A

Time

Allotted
:05

Agenda
Opening Facilitate ice breaker
Find someone to high five and facilitator will ask a question (i.e. favorite
tradition at UT, favorite dessert, etc.) After 4-5 high fives/questions students go
back and high five all 4-5 people.

:05

Topic Servant Leadership Overview
Activity: Give an overview of Servant Leadership – leadership theory created by
Robert Greenleaf in 1970 that includes 10 characteristics (tenets). *See
additional document below.

:15

Topic Servant Leadership Tenets
Activity: Pair up students and handout one of the tenets of Servant Leadership.
Ask students to discuss with their partner a time when they have seen that tenet
in action or put it into action themselves.

:05

Break

:15

Topic Sustainable Leadership
Objective: To enact servant leadership on a sustainable scale
Activity: Share the Torchbearer statue/creed: “One who bearth the torch
shadowth oneself to give light to others.” What does this creed mean? What
does it mean to you? Who has given you light? Who will you give light to?

Sustainable worksheet (attached) Have students complete the worksheet and
share with a partner or with the whole class.
:10

Check-out/ Feedback/ Debrief Questions
-

Why is it important to know your “shade tree”?
Who has been your shade tree?
How will you be a servant leader at UT? What is one step of action you
will take?

Adjourn
Announcements/For Next Time:

Upcoming events:
Reminders:
Assignment Due:

